
Digital4Security: Contrader partnering in new pan-European
master's program

Contrader committed to training Europe’s next generation of cybersecurity

professionals

Contrader proudly stands at the forefront of defining Europe's upcoming class of

digital security specialists. The company recently participated in the launch of the

Digital4Security project, a groundbreaking master's degree program in

Cybersecurity Management & Data Sovereignty dedicated to educating the

emerging generation of cybersecurity professionals.

An International Consortium of Partners for Cybersecurity
Evolution

The Digital4Security project is an ambitious four-year program with a 20-million

euro budget made possible by the European Union. This cooperative partnership

brings together 35 top-notch tech firms and universities from across 14 countries

to accelerate cybersecurity training on a global scale. The project officially kicked

off with a collaborative workshop at the Polytechnic University of Bucharest

(UPB) attended by representatives of all consortium partners.

The main objective of this initiative is to bridge the growing gap in cybersecurity

skills that’s placing European industries and public organizations at risk. By

providing advanced training, the project aims to equip professionals with the

know-how they need to effectively tackle increasingly sophisticated cyber threats.

Contrader: Committed to a Secure Digital Future

Contrader will leverage its extensive cybersecurity experience in order to make a

major contribution to the Digital4Security mission. By working with Contrader and
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the other consortium partners, master’s students will benefit from the best in the

business on a wide range of critical topics and industry best practices, including:

● Cybersecurity management

● Data sovereignty

● Current and emerging cyber threats

● Cybersecurity technologies and solutions

Lodovico Di Ciocco, Funding & Business Line Specialist at Contrader, expressed

his enthusiasm for the project: "We firmly believe that the Digital4Security project

represents an unprecedented opportunity to train the next generation of

cybersecurity professionals in Europe."

Paolo Stefani, Business Unit Director at Contrader, added: "We are proud to lend

our experience and expertise to this significant project. We look forward to

working alongside our partners to build a safer digital future for everyone."

A Vision for the Future

In an era defined by digital security’s supreme importance to countless business

sectors, the Digital4Security project serves as Contrader's and the European

partners' response to an urgent demand—namely, an impenetrable defense against

digital threats. By building an international community of ultra-competent

cybersecurity professionals, companies will be empowered to more effectively face a

technologically driven future.
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